Ph.D. Program in Human Biology

Briefing Session

Date: Wed. 26 Dec.
Site: Tsukuba, Tokyo*, Vietnam
* If the session at Tokyo Campus does not reach the minimum number of participants required, it may be cancelled.

Time: 16:00~18:00 (Tsukuba, Tokyo)
14:00~16:00 (Vietnam)

Venue:
Tsukuba
Room #105, Health and Medical Science Innovation Lab. University of Tsukuba
1-1-1 Tennodai, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

Tokyo
Room #435 Bunkyo School Building
Tokyo Campus, University of Tsukuba
3-29-1 Otsuka Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Vietnam
Ho Chi Minh City Office, University of Tsukuba
3rd Floor, 393-1, Le Thanh Ton Street, District 3, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
http://www.kkie.tusukuba.ac.jp/overseas_offices/hcmc_office/

Application: Please register at:
http://goo.gl/Rrduc

Activities

- Explanation Session
  - What’s Human Biology Program?
  - Curriculum of HBP
  - Student Support
  - Entrance Examination

- Panel Discussion and Q&A Session with HBP Students
  - Voices from Tsukuba, Japan
  - Real Life and our Future

For more information: http://hbp.tusukuba.ac.jp/en/

Contact: School of Integrative and Global Majors (SIGMA)
University of Tsukuba
1-1-1 Tennodai, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8577 JAPAN
Tel: +81-29-853-7081 Fax: +81-29-853-5967
E-mail: sigma@un.tsukuba.ac.jp